ACROSS
1) Baseball catchers
6) Reunion member
10) Discovery monitor
14) "__ From Hawaii," 1973 Elvis album
15) Anger
16) "Bye" words?
17) Italian coins, formerly
18) TV dinner, e.g.
19) Change the style of
20) About to land
22) Washington, D.C. attraction
23) Audio part?
24) Bicuspid coating
26) Cattle classes
30) Building contractor's job
32) Volcano's discharge
33) It may be found near a drain
35) Buoy one's spirits
39) Makes a declaration
41) Director Howard
42) Liz of "30 Rock"
43) Pullman sleeper
44) Aid illegals
46) Tucked in for the night
47) Blue __ Mountains
49) Over
51) Alternative to a Mercedes or BMW
54) Hot Springs, for one
55) Jack-in-the-pulpit plant
56) Time not long past
63) Certain golf shot
64) A famous one is golden
65) Proscui lead-in
66) Crinkly cabbage
67) Like an exam sans pencils
68) "If I Only Had a Brain"
69) "Keep it" notation
70) Large carrying bag
71) "... to say the ___"

DOWN
1) Able to go into men's rooms
2) Russian skater Kulik
3) Unit of pressure
4) "How's ___?"
5) Like windows and geishas
6) Combat covering
7) Instead of
8) Mongolia's capital, ___ Bator
9) Performed a pinochle maneuver
10) "All in the Family" producer
11) Crosswise to a ship's keel
12) Edge along
13) Circular coral reef island
14) "Away in a Manger," for one
15) Have a big mouth
16) All-night dance party
17) Continuously
18) Hearing aid
19) Sun-baked brick
20) .00001 newton
21) Bring unwillingly
22) Dais kin
23) Low digits
24) Pigskin receivers
25) Actor LaBeouf
26) Record, old-style
27) Timber problem
28) Nicholson film ___ "Knowledge"
29) Kid's ball game
30) Buddhist in Nirvana
31) Duplicity
32) Stone marker
33) Dollar overseas
34) Bed frame segment
35) Arthurian era, e.g.
36) She performed with Duke and Dizzy
37) Alternatives to lagers
38) Monthly bill, for many

DID YOU HEAR THAT?
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